Tactical Performance
Individual Homework Programme

Tactical Performance Programme
Dear Parent/Guardian,
This exercise will kick-off the home-based Dundee United Academy Tactical
Performance Programme, designed to develop game intelligence within our young
players and inspire them to meet the evolving needs of the future game.
It’s our intention to use this exercise to benchmark tactical understanding, so that we
can tailor the ongoing program to stimulate the minds of our young players - at a pace
that suits them.
It’s expected that the program will be done in a bite-sized format to maximise the
learning transfer and keep it light enough so that it’s enjoyable for the players to
complete.

@DUFCACADEMY #UnitedTogether #UnitedApart

BEFORE YOU START
Don’t worry about what you don’t know – this is only the beginning

Football is a game
of opinions
Don’t be afraid to give yours

Be curious and open minded to the limitless potential of the game

Get connected to the language of Our Style and how it relates to you as a player

LET’S GET STARTED…

Player Details

Name

Age

Favourite position to play on the pitch

Favourite position to be on the ball

Drag the shape to your favourite position

Drag the ball to your favourite position to be on the ball

Favourite
Player
Who do you
enjoy watching?

Role
Model
Who is your
positional role
model?

Our Systems
“We typically setup in one of three formation Systems, but our coaches have Tactical Flexibility to adapt depending on the
match situation. The unpredictability of Academy football can provide many challenges however we will NEVER sacrifice Our
Style regardless of the system – we play to develop our players first and foremost.”

Tactical Task
Task: In the boxes provided on the next slide, list two possible
strengths of each formation and one potential weakness.
Hint: Look at where the space is or isn’t and why that makes the formation strong or potentially weak.

Possible
Strength 1
Possible
Strength 2
Potential
Weakness

Give your answer to what you believe is the closest statement to the
expected playing style of the Academy, by dragging the tick into the
yellow circle of your choice.

What
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is the ou believe
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g style
Acade of the
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Choos
e A, B ?
, C or
D

A

Direct & Physical

B

Defensive & Low Risk

C

High Energy & Intelligent Possession

D

All Out Attack

To return success to our Academy, we must celebrate that Scottish passion we were once renowned for. Our Style will be
underpinned by Our Identity regardless of our opponent.
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GGRESSIVE | our players and teams will play with a real desire, enthusiasm and energy to dominate our opposition with and without the ball.
ELENTLESS | our players and teams will be ruthless in both their attacking and defensive performance.
WARENESS | our players and teams will play with tactical intelligence both with and without the ball.
RAVERY | our players and teams will play with confidence, improvisation and trust in Our Style both with and without the ball.
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For a player to be successful at Dundee United Football Club they must possess all four points of Our Identity. These are broken
down and developed throughout our academy relative to the age and stage of each individual player’s development.

Dundee United FC Academy Performance Plan

Our Style is built around the five moments of
the game and our curriculum is shaped around
them in 4-week blocks. Can you name them all?
Click onto the box next to each number and input the moment

Helpful Hint: We perform these moments when we’re…
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Set-Pieces

Defend
When in a moment of Defend,
Transition to Defend, Attack or
Transition to Attack, our players will
be developed to perform within submoments. These sub-moments are
listed in the wrong order so have a go
at re-arranging them under the
correct moment of the game.

Transition
to Defend

Attack

Transition
to Attack

Although the modern game can produce moments where ‘chaos’ and
‘crisis’ can take over, we strive to prepare our players to be able to
control such moments and develop the belief that we, individually and

collectively for club and country, can once again take our style
anywhere in Europe and win.

Dundee United FC Academy Performance Plan

Watch this
16 second goal!!

Apart from the beauty of the ball speed, the
movement and the timing – pay attention to
things like:o Starting Positions
o Receiving Habits
o Composure inside Pressure
On the next slide are some questions to
provoke some tactical analysis on the detail
which made the move so successful.

Hover over the video and press play

Complete all questions by dragging a tick into the appropriate Yes or
No box and then complete each task by providing your written
response in the Answer section.

Question

Yes

No

Task

Did all players starting
positions maximise the
dimensions of the pitch?

Write down a benefit of the
team’s starting positions?

Did the player receiving the
ball from the GK increase risk
by his choice of body
position?

What things could he have
done or changed to reduce
the risk?

Did the GK play the ball to
his team-mate’s correct foot?

Why was it the correct foot
and what did it help the
player receiving be able to
do?

Was the player receiving the
ball from the GK a
midfielder?

Provide your thoughts on
why you think this player
was that specific position?

Was it intentional that the
eventual scorer started in a
high & wide position?

Why might the eventual goal
scorer have been asked to
start and hold that position
on the pitch?

Answer

Spain in full flow!

Here you’ll see Spain dominating possession
against another top nation in Germany, which
is full of:o Patience
o Composure
o Decisive Action
On the next slide is a few tactical questions
related to this clip, so answer them based on
your perception of what you see and think.

Hover over the video and press play

Complete all questions by dragging a tick into the appropriate Yes or
No box and then complete each task by providing your written
response in the Answer section.

Question

Yes

No

Task

Did you notice that the
defender decided to use his
GK to retain the ball, rather
than playing forward and risk
losing possession?

What are the benefits of
going back to the GK at this
stage of possession?

Does the midfielder (Tiago)
run at the right speed and
angle to receive the pass
from the GK?

What is a potential risk of
him running too fast
towards the ball?

The goal-scoring chance was
eventually created by a
driven long diagonal pass by
defender Ramos. Did you
see him scanning before
attempting the pass?

When might it be the right
time to play a riskier or
longer pass when you've
managed to control
possession?

Answer

Is this the next big
development?

As space reduces in the modern game our speed of
thought and action will need to improve, as will the
need to be creative:o Will Goalkeepers be used differently?
o What will GK’s do to develop themselves?
o Will the Risk v Reward worth it?
On the next slide are some questions about the
scenarios in the clip, as well as some tactical
considerations for GK’s in the future game.

Hover over the video and press play

Complete all questions by dragging a tick into the appropriate Yes or
No box and then complete each task by providing your written
response in the Answer section.

Question

Yes

No

Task

Can it be beneficial to the
team for the GK to take up
positions like an outfield
player in possession?

Why do you think that?

Did the GK seem nervous or
anxious about being so far
away from his goal?

Outline the benefit of having
a GK who is comfortable
with the ball when the team
has possession?

Do you think that the
scoreline in the match or the
aggregate scoreline might've
had an impact on the GK
taking up those positions?

Why might the coach have
decided that this was worth
taking additional risk based
on the scoreline?

Answer

International clip from the 80’s or 90’s

Watch each clip and observe the evolution of the game
in terms of team organisation and unit distances when
not in possession of the ball.

Premier League clip from recently

Tactical Performance activity on the next slide…

Drag each distance arrow and place it between two
team-mates or the distance between units, which
replicates the scenario seen in the clip on the last slide.

Distances Toolbox

Put your answers to what you believe are 3 benefits
of a compact shape when out of possession, in the 3
boxes provided.
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What
3
does a benefits
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3
Compact Example

Thanks for
completing this
Tactical Performance
Exercise
We’ll be in touch soon regarding new content

